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tanschauungen resolutely behind him, he met Papcn in Schroedcr's
office. He was in anything but a fighting mood for Strasser's loss
had hit him much harder than he had let appear. As was his
wont, having got rid of a rival he immediately began to think
more favourably of his policy. He realized just as clearly as
Strasser the need for doing something positive, something that
would impress upon the party that it was making progress. It
could not perpetually live on rebuffs and the oratory of Goebbels.
Papen therefore found him in a much less Napoleonic frame of
mind than he had feared. For the immediate relief by Schroeder
of the debt burden on the party funds, he accepted in principle
the sharing of power, but he would not commit himself to defining
the proportions. He insisted on the chancellorship and to this
Papen consented, but beyond Papon's own consent he had got
little further. There was no need for him to hurry his decision,
and one strong reason for delay. A local election was in progress
in the tiny state of Lippe; if he could win a spectacular success
here he would be in an infinitely stronger position when it came
to discuss finally the terms of the sharing of power. With a solid
cash gain he went off on the last of his oppositional propaganda
tours. Papen, however, was not ill-content. The cash bargain was
a solid enough weapon in his hands and for the moment he was
content to let the cunning petty bourgeois feel that he had scored
again over the simple "aristo."
No secret was made of the interview and Schleicher read its
warning without perceiving the real significance of it. He thought
it was little more than a private intrigue of Papen's, and in the
language of the barracks he regarded Papen as "a complete
washout."* But it implied clearly that he must regard Hitler now
as definitely in the ranks of his personal enemies—the distinction
between personal and political enemies in the last days of the
Republic is hard to draw and is persistently confusing* He there-
fore intensified his efforts towards reaching agreement with the
Left. On January 7 he had an interview with Otto Braun, osten-
sibly in an endeavour to bring some order into the affairs of
Prussia of which Braun was still apparently legally Premier,, while
* The term which he is alleged to have used is Hauswurst*

